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Stefan ‘Grief' Travers
For years the secretive Eastern
Bloc operative codenamed Grief upset the
schemes of western governments on both
sides of the Iron Curtain. Little is known of
this individual, and what information there
is is securely held in the files of the ultrasecret Department X.
What is know is that Stefan Travers (possibly an alias)
now works solo – after a spectacular run-in with Hugo
Soloman on board a Chinese cargo ship in Odessa
left him with a ruined left eye. His hatred for Solomon
is legendary, and Travers is not above compromising
a mission to get even with his nemesis if he is within
striking distance. For such an exemplary and feared
agent this is surely his only weakness.
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Special Effects

Heroic Surge, Loner, Pressure Point, Saboteur

Unique Effects

Solo Operative
Travers is a highly trained self sufficient agent with no
compunction about killing those who get in his way.
He can activate without needing an activation marker
and can reroll any one dice affecting him, up to twice
per turn, in the same manner as Luck points. Travers
may not use his Morale to make Shaken or Wiped Out
Morale tests.
Kill Soloman!
Such is his hatred of the head of Department X,
Travers must always attempt to strike Hugo Solomon,
if he is within range. If he is close enough to get one
or more melee attacks in, Travers must move towards
Solomon if he not already in base contact and engage
him. If he is within weapon range, he must take the
shot if he has a chance to hit. If both options are open,
Travers' player must choose at least one.

Travers can choose up to 2 additional Basic or Military
attacks, at 3+ to hit, by adding the weapons rating to
Traver's own ratings.

5.45 Colour
Department X

starring David Werner
And The Calypso Candidate

by ROBIN BLAND

A trip to the paradise island of Calypso turns
into a deadly game of cat and mouse as Solomon finds himself hunted by an old enemy. With
poison coursing through his veins, the delirious
doctor must decide what it real and what is a
nightmare before Travers claims his prize...
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